
AWNING
M A I N T E N A N C E  G U I D E

KEEPING YOUR 
AWNING CLEAN

Awnings are made out of acrylic or vinyl fabrics
so make sure you are using the right cleaning
products. 
Simply spray down the awning with a hose to
get the worst of the dirt off and then use a soft
brush to address dark spots. 
Make sure to let it fully dry in the sun before
storing it again.
When packing up the RV, tilt the awning down
and give it a quick brush to remove any twigs
or debris that could rip a hole in it once it is
rolled up.

SECURE IT WELL WHEN
OPEN OR CLOSED

SHEDDING WATER AND
RESISTING MOLD

PROTECT THE AWNING
FROM TOO MUCH SUN

LOCK IT DOWN WHEN 
ON THE ROAD

KEEP AN EYE ON THE
WEATHER

Wind damage to awnings is one of the top
reasons RVers file an insurance claim.
Use de-flapper clamps to keep your awning
from tearing when deployed.
Invest in a stabilizer kit and screw-in ground
stakes to help hold the awning down during
gusts.
Add a couple of bungee cords or velcro straps
to help the awning hold its rolled-up position
when you are moving your RV.

Awnings can easily stretch, sag, and rip if they
collect too much rain water or snow so be sure
to make one end lower than the other when
you unroll it.
Always give the awning fabric time to dry out
as quickly as possible in order to resist the
buildup of mold and mildew.
Never leave the awning up for long periods of
time in the winter as frost and snow will cause
significant damage to it.

Keep in mind that the awning fabric is also
subject to degradation from too much sunlight
and exposure to harmful UV rays.
Always roll up your awning whenever you are
leaving the campsite to extend its life.
Consider investing in awning covers to help
protect the fabric when it is rolled up against
the RV.

As most awnings come with a locking
mechanism in place that prevents them from
unrolling, make sure to check the lock when
you are heading out on the road to prevent
damage to not only the awning, but to your RV
and other RVers.

If steady or gusty winds are predicted over the
next day or two, bring in the awning before
strong gusts have had a chance to rip your
anchors out of the ground and flipped the
awning structure over the roof of your RV.
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Found this guide helpful? Then be sure to
check out our blog for more RVing tips:

Did you know that awnings are the most frequent claim reported each year? The two biggest culprits
- wind damage followed by sagging canvases and bent arms due to heavy rainfall. With that being

said, we've put together some tips on awning care that we think help not only reduce claims which
keeps your premiums low, but more importantly keep you in your fully functioning RV!


